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The next chapter of the Silver Arrows Story. New season, new driver and a huge change to the
technical regu Trust us, you're gonna want to hear this. Crank up the volume and listen up as
our W12 roars into life for As we count down the days to the reveal of the W12 we checked-in
with James for an update from Brackley. The next chapter Welcome to The countdown to W12 is
ON! Our Silver Arrows Story continues A truly unforgettable Meet the highly anticipated
hypercar And a pair of F1 titles. Our Silver Arrows Stor F1 Same chassis, same cars, same
story, right! Not quite There are some BIG rule changes coming f A new era begins. Our Silver
Arrows Story series continues into as we detail the W04! Our Silver Arrows Story continues and
this time we're going back to This is the car that Nico Rosberg The Silver Arrows Story
continues! Meet our challenger, the W In this series, we're diving into the We are pleased to
confirm that we have expanded our technical collaboration with Williams Racing to include
Every great story starts somewhere. Introducing our new series, The Silver Arrows Story, and
our first mode For the final 'My Job in 60 Seconds' of the Year we wanted to go big so we went
right to the guy at the top James Vowles tackles the key questions you sent in about the Abu
Dhabi Grand Prix - including why we double You guys said you wanted to know how F1 wheel
guns worked, so We asked Aaron to talk us through them! No matter if you're a
Grammy-winning superstar, a 7-time Formula 1 champion or a tennis legend: in the end Always
pushing the limits. Even after work. This is F1 Hybrid technology for the streets. This is the
Merce James Allison answers your Sakhir Grand Prix questions - from what the engine issue
was that George reporte A step closer to our dream of F1 technology for the streets! We
couldn't quite wait until Friday to get our first look at a lap of the Bahrain International Circuit's
O Andrew Shovlin answers your Bahrain Grand Prix questions â€” from why we only changed
three tyres at Val We recently put out a call for your questions for Lewis, and wow From cheat
day meals, to Listen to some team radio. Guess the race. Who wants to see how well VB and
Lewis got on Earlier this year, Lewis announced plans to set up a commission to help increase
diversity in motorsport an Get to know Toto, Lewis and Valtteri with some more quickfire
questions and decide if a third date is on th Lewis Hamilton talks about overcoming challenges,
beating negativity, and leaving a positive legacy with th Remember La'Trai from last year's Bose
surprise video? Lewis invited him to join us at Silverstone this yea Mercedes-Benz shares his
vision: to create a sustainable future. With following a path towards electrificat Would you like
to speed date with Lewis and Valtteri? Get to know our F1 drivers with our quickfire questio In
the latest episode of Deep Dive, Lewis talks to us about mental health, keeping a positive
mindset, grow The Boss and the six-time Champ sat down with Martin Brundle earlier this year
for a captivating and wide-r Woo hoo! Jump onboard our F1 car - the all-new W11 - as Lewis
Hamilton heads out for his first lap o One man. Six F1 title winning cars. I'm so proud to be a
part of this. In the immediate aftermath of clinching a historic sixth F1 title, Lewis Hamilton
reflects on his remarkabl Lewis and Valtteri intend to pull out all the stops in the battle to win
the Constructors' Championship. Lewis talks tough Championship battles, picking up a
remarkable fifth title and how he wants to be remember Turkey was the last race of the F1
season for our motorhome. So, we thought we'd get our expert tour g My job in 60 seconds is
back! Over to you, Valtteri Bottas! Which job do you want to see us cover next And it's The fans
had plenty of questions to ask Valtteri after the F1 season Our drivers talk fantastic
atmospheres, race weekend targets and potential Championship deciders ahead of t Imprint
Mercedes-Benz. Season Team Car Partners Search. What are you looking for? Read more.
Firing Up the Mercedes F1 W Countdown to W12 with Hywel Thomas. Mercedes and Lewis
Hamilton will race together for a ninth season in The first Team to ever win seven consecutive
F1 doubles. Happy Holidays from The Team! A special holiday message from Toto, Valtteri and
Lewis this holiday season. F1 in Reflection: Lewis Hamilton. Lewis Hamilton reflects on a
season like no other. F1 in Reflection: Valtteri Bottas. Valtteri reflects on a season like no other.
F1 in Reflection: Toto Wolff. Coffee or porridge? Singing or dancing? Time for quick game of
'This or That' with VB! My Job in 60 Seconds Chief Mechanic. Meet Matt, Chief Mechanic for the
Team! Lewis Hamilton. Lewis Reflects on his Seventh F1 Title. Guess the Grand Prix with
Valtteri and Lewis! Board Members Confirmed for Hamilton Commission. Speed Dating â€” Part
2! Speed Dating with Lewis and Valtteri! In Conversation With: Lewis Hamilton. We sat down
with Lewis to find out what he's been up to during this isolation period When Toto Met Lewis.
When you see Project ONE on track for the first time. Take a look at how Lewis Hamilton
reacted! Our two drivers on reflections, learnings and more Valtteri Bottas. Touring the
Motorhome with Valtteri! Valtteri will continue racing together with Mercedes until at least the
end of In Conversation With: Valtteri Bottas. Introducing Valtteri Bottas 3. Valtteri Bottas 2. Meet
Valtteri Bottas 3. Valtteri reflects on a tough race, but the ideal end result Valtteri talks battling
against tyre wear and Lewis' fifth title. A tough weekend but more valuable points in the bag for
Valtteri, who's only looking upwards. Why was Valtteri Bottas' first ever single-seater win like

the first drop from a ketchup bottle? Throughout its long history, Mercedes-Benz has been
involved in a range of motorsport activities, including sportscar racing and rallying , and is
currently active in Formula Three , Formula E and Formula One. The two companies which were
merged to form the Mercedes-Benz brand in had both already enjoyed success in the new sport
of motor racing throughout their separate histories. The Mercedes Simplex of , built by DMG,
was Mercedes' first purpose-built race car â€”much lower than their usual designsâ€”which
were similar to horse carriages; that model dominated racing for years. Benz was involved in
Grand Prix motor racing from , when the Benz Tropfenwagen described as having a teardrop
shape was introduced to motorsport at the European Grand Prix at Monza. These, the brainchild
of Benz chief engineer Hans Nibel , were inspired by the Rumpler Tropfenwagen and were
intended to increase public acceptance of mid-engined cars. Despite a promising start, with a
fourth and a fifth and one retirement in their debut, [6] they did no better in three years of
Grands Prix and hillclimbing , [7] and the expected public acceptance did not materialize. In fact
the colour of the cars, which was later to become legendary, was unintentionalâ€”they had
initially been painted white as was traditional for German cars, but the paint was stripped away
to reduce weight. In Mercedes-Benz returned to what was now known as Formula One racing a
World championship having been established in , using the technologically advanced
Mercedes-Benz W which was run in both open-wheeled and streamlined forms. The team had
immediate success and recorded a 1â€”2 victory with Fangio and Karl Kling , as well as the
fastest lap Hans Herrmann. Fangio went on to win three more races in , winning the
Championship. The success continued into the season , where the same car was used again.
The team's drivers, Fangio and the young Stirling Moss , won 6 of the 9 rounds between them,
and finished first and second in that year's championship. Following the Le Mans disaster ,
Mercedes-Benz withdrew from all factory-sponsored motorsport. Mercedes made its return to
Formula One in as an engine supplier to Sauber , with whom they had already enjoyed success
in sportscar racing, after funding their engine partner Ilmor , Mercedes and Sauber announced
that the teams' engines will be rebadged "Mercedes-Benz" for the season thus signaling
Mercedes partial return to factory-sponsored motorsport the first time since In the one year that
Sauber ran Mercedes badged engines they only managed to score twelve points. Outside
Formula One, Mercedes-Benz had increased its shareholding in the Ilmor company in and took
full control nine years later. In the opening race of the Formula One season , David Coulthard
produced victory for McLaren and ushered in a new era of success for the British based squad.
Coincidentally this was the first race in which McLaren had competed with a silver livery due to
West replacing Marlboro , who moved to Ferrari, as title sponsor. The colour drew inevitable
comparisons to the Silver Arrows of a previous era, and the nickname was applied to the
McLarens. McLaren and Mercedes-Benz still, however, finished fourth in the Constructors'
Championship behind the same three teams as the previous two seasons, but they had
collected more than twice as many points in '97 as they had in ' McLaren dropped down the
order in terms of Constructors' Championship position, losing its second-place position to the
BMW - Williams team, with the season still being dominated overall by Schumacher and Ferrari.
For the following four years McLaren proved to be one of the fastest cars in the field but lacked
in reliability, most notably in and ; the season marked the first since in which McLaren had
failed to win a race. At the end of the season, Mercedes-Benz officially ended its year
partnership with McLaren. In early , it was announced that Mercedes-Benz would be the engine
supplier to Williams for the season. The team finished the season placing third in the World
Constructors' Championship standings with points, with both Felipe Massa and Valtteri Bottas
scoring 4 podiums during the season. For the next two seasons, the team finished 5th in and
For the season, Williams-Mercedes faced a disappointing season only finishing 10th in the
World Constructors' Championship standings. On 13 September , Williams and Mercedes-Benz
agreed to extend their partnership until Mercedes also supplies the cars to the FIA for use as
safety cars and other race official roles, such as the medical car, at Formula One races. On
November 16, , it was announced that Mercedes would buy Brawn. Over the next few years,
Mercedes would go on to win seven consecutive Formula One World Constructors'
Championships from to ; the fourth highest total in Formula One history. It was in that
Mercedes-Benz returned to racing after the war, again with Alfred Neubauer as team manager.
The gull-winged Mercedes-Benz W , won several races in including the 24 Hours of Le Mans ,
the Carrera Panamericana , and did well in other important races such as the Mille Miglia.
Mercedes-Benz was also dominant in sports car racing during the s. At Le Mans that year, a
disaster occurred in which a Mercedes-Benz SLR collided with another car, killing more than
eighty spectators. The team went on to win the two remaining races of the season, and won the
Manufacturer's championship, but it had already been planned at the beginning of that year that
the company would retire its teams at the end of the season. In Mercedes-Benz returned to the

World Sportscar Championship as an engine supplier for the privateer Sauber team. The first
car produced by this relationship, the Sauber C8 was not particularly successful. However the
successor, the C9 won several races, including 24 Hours of Le Mans in After the Sauber team
parted company with their sponsor Kouros at the end of , Mercedes-Benz increased their
involvement with Sauber for the season to become a factory entrant under the Sauber-Mercedes
name. However, was to be a different story with Sauber-Mercedes winning all but one
championship race to become world champions including coming 1st and 2nd at the 24 Hours
of Le Mans - all achieved with the C9. For the World Sportscar Championship season the C9
was replaced by the all-new C11 , while the team was renamed Mercedes-Benz though the outfit
was still run by Sauber. The team dominated the season, again winning all but one race to
become world champions. Mercedes-Benz eventually withdrew from sportscar racing after a
dismal season with the C The successor to this car, the CLR was a spectacular failure. It was
entered in the Le Mans race, but a series of accidents involving the car flipping brought about
the cancellation of the CLR project and Mercedes-Benz as a factory team has not participated in
sports prototype racing since. It was intended that Mercedes-Benz would enter rallying with the
Mercedes-Benz W in the early s. Instead the W ended up being used in the DTM touring car
series from , with the car again being prepared by AMG, [ citation needed ] who became an
official partner and continue to enter the new DTM. However, Mercedes-Benz will cease its
factory involvement in DTM at the end of the season in order to join the Formula E series for
Season 6 In , Al Unser, Jr. The engines were developed and built by Ilmor , but were badged as
Mercedes-Benz. Ilmor which, realizing that a loophole in the rules for production-based engines
would include any pushrod engine , [24] built a very unusual purpose-built pushrod engine with
a significant power advantage. This was done knowing that the "forgotten" loophole would be
closed immediately after they took advantage of it, [24] and so the engine would in fact be
usable only for this single race. Starting from , Mercedes-Benz rebranded the Ilmor engines and
achieved six wins in their first full season, also reaching second in the drivers championship
powering Al Unser, Jr. After a dry spell in , Mercedes-Benz came back in with eight wins and
winning the Manufacturer's Championship. In the five years since Mercedes-Benz began its
involvement in Formula Three , it has developed into the formula's most dominant engine
supplier. Its engines, which are built and serviced by H. The H. In , Mercedes expanded its
Formula Three program by supplying three teams in the inaugural year of the F3 Euroseries.
Between and , Mercedes-powered cars dominated the drivers' and teams' championships in the
Euroseries, due in part to its close relationship with ASM Formule 3 , which is one of France's
most successful F3 teams. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: Mercedes-Benz
in Formula One. This section needs to be updated. Please update this article to reflect recent
events or newly available information. October Retrieved World of Automobiles London: Orbis, ,
Vol. MotorBooks International. Retrieved January 24, Retrieved September 28, Retrieved
September 13, Retrieved September 16, Retrieved 16 October Retrieved 19 May Fox Sports. FIA
Formula E. Retrieved 13 December Octane Press. International Mercedes-Benz World. The
Grand Prix Silver Arrows. W25 W Stromlinienwagen W W Hidden categories: All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from February Wikipedia articles in
need of updating from October All Wikipedia articles in need of updating Articles with
unsourced statements from August Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Large pieces of debris flew into the crowd, killing 83 spectators
and French driver Pierre Bouillin who raced under the name Pierre Levegh and injuring nearly
more. It was the most catastrophic crash in motorsport history, and it prompted Mercedes-Benz
to retire from motor racing until The crash started when Jaguar driver Mike Hawthorn pulled to
the right side of the track in front of Austin-Healey driver Lance Macklin and started braking for
his pit stop. Macklin swerved out from behind the slowing Jaguar into the path of Levegh, who
was passing on the left in his much faster Elektron magnesium-alloy bodied Mercedes-Benz
SLR. Levegh rear-ended Macklin at high speed, overriding Macklin's car and launching his own
car through the air. The rear of Levegh's car landed on the berm and exploded into flames.
There was much debate over blame. The official inquiry held none of the drivers specifically
responsible and criticised the layout of the year-old track, which had not been designed for cars
of this speed. There was great anticipation for the race, as Ferrari , Jaguar , and Mercedes-Benz
had all won the race recently and they all arrived with new and improved cars. The Ferraris,
current champions at the time, were very fast, but fragile. Jaguar concentrated their racing
almost exclusively on Le Mans and had a very experienced driver line-up including Formula 1
F1 Ferrari driver Mike Hawthorn. The SLR featured a body made of an ultra-lightweight
magnesium alloy called Elektron. The car lacked the more effective state-of-the-art disc brakes
featured on the rival Jaguar D-Type , instead incorporating inboard drum brakes and a large air

brake behind the driver that could be raised to increase drag and slow the car. It had been
Levegh's unprecedented solo drive in the race that failed in the last hour, which allowed
Mercedes-Benz their first Le Mans victory. Safety measures nearly universal by the year were
relatively unknown in That said, the circuit had been resurfaced and widened after the war. The
cars had no seat belts ; the drivers reasoned that it was preferable to be thrown clear in a
collision rather than be crushed or trapped in a burning car. The race began at 4 pm on
Saturday, and, as predicted, the lead cars of Eugenio Castellotti Ferrari , Hawthorn Jaguar , and
Fangio Mercedes-Benz were at the head of the field in the first hour. The other team cars were
being kept on tighter leashes to conserve the cars, but still racing in the top ten. Going into the
second hour, Castellotti started dropping back, but Hawthorn and Fangio continued the duel,
swapping the lead and dropping the lap record further and further, lapping most of the field. The
accident happened at pm, at the end of lap 35, when the first pit stops for the leading cars were
starting. On lap 35, Hawthorn and Fangio were racing as hard as ever. In his biography,
Hawthorn said he was "momentarily mesmerized by the legend of the Mercedes superiority He
had just lapped Levegh running 6th after Arnage one of the corners of the race track and was
determined to keep Fangio at bay as long as possible. Putting another lap on Macklin coming
up to the main straight, Hawthorn then raised his hand to indicate he was pitting and pulled
across to the right from Hawthorn's testimony. There are two key points to the track layout here
â€” first, there was no designated deceleration lane for cars coming into the pits, and second,
that just before the main straight, there was the slightest right-hand kink in the road just after
which Hawthorn started braking. Macklin, who also braked hard, ran off the right-hand edge of
the track, throwing up dust. Macklin tried to avoid Hawthorn, whether it was an instinctive
swerve from surprise, a loss of control from going onto the change of road-surface, or his car's
disc brakes operating unevenly. As a result, Macklin's car veered across to the centre of the
track, apparently briefly out of control. Levegh did not have time to react but, with possibly his
last action, raised his hand warning Fangio, thereby probably saving Fangio's life. Fangio, with
his eyes shut, but with his own quick reflexes, squeezed through the carnage, just brushing
Hawthorn's now-stationary Jaguar in the pits, but getting through unscathed. That critical kink
in the road put the car on a direct trajectory toward the packed terraces and grandstand. The car
landed on the earthen embankment between the spectators and the track, bounced, then
slammed into a concrete stairwell structure, and disintegrated. Jaguar driver Duncan Hamilton ,
watching from the pit wall, recalled, "The scene on the other side of the road was indescribable.
The dead and dying were everywhere; the cries of pain, anguish, and despair screamed
catastrophe. I stood as if in a dream, too horrified to even think. When the rest of the car landed
on the embankment, the rear-mounted fuel tank exploded. The fuel fire raised the temperature of
the remaining Elektron bodywork past its ignition temperature, which was lower than that of
other metal alloys due to its high magnesium content. The alloy burst into white-hot flames,
showering the track and crowd with magnesium embers, made worse by rescue workers
unfamiliar with magnesium fires who poured water onto the inferno, greatly intensifying the fire.
Meanwhile, Macklin's car, heavily damaged, rammed the left-side barrier, then veered to the
right of the track into the pit lane, narrowly missing Kling's Mercedes-Benz, Roberto Mieres 's
Maserati, and Don Beauman 's Jaguar, all of which were already in the pits refueling before the
accident. Macklin's car hit the unprotected pit-wall, just short of the Cunningham and
Mercedes-Benz pits where Shell and Lockheed equipment were stationed, running down a
policeman, a photographer and two officials all seriously injured , then rebounded back across
the track again to end up skating down the left-side fence for a second time. Macklin survived
the incident without serious injury, jumping out of the wreck and over the bank. Hawthorn had
overshot his pits and stopped. Getting out he was immediately ordered by his team to get back
in and do another lap to get away from the total confusion and danger. When he pit stopped
during the next lap he staggered out of the car completely distraught, adamant that he had
caused the catastrophe. Ivor Bueb and Norman Dewis , both Le Mans debutants, had to step
into their respective cars for their first driver stints. Bueb in particular was very reluctant, but
given Hawthorn's condition had no choice, as Dewis firmly pointed out to him. Levegh's
co-driver, American John Fitch, was suited up ready to take over the car at the upcoming
pit-stop and was standing with Levegh's wife Denise Bouillin. They saw the whole catastrophe
unfold. His wife was inconsolable and Fitch stayed with her until she could be comforted.
Despite expectations for the race to be red-flagged and stopped entirely, race officials, led by
race director Charles Faroux , kept the race running. In the days after the disaster, several
explanations were offered by Faroux for this course of action. They included:. After an
emergency meeting and vote of Mercedes company directors by telephone in Stuttgart ,
Neubauer finally got the call approving his team's withdrawal just before midnight. Waiting until
am, when many spectators had left, he stepped onto the track and quietly called his cars into

the pits, at the time running first and third. The Mercedes-Benz trucks were packed up and gone
by morning. Chief engineer Rudolf Uhlenhaut had gone to the Jaguar pits to ask if the Jaguar
team would respond in kind, out of respect for the crash victims. Jaguar team manager "Lofty"
England declined. Mike Hawthorn and the Jaguar team kept racing. With the Mercedes-Benz
team withdrawn and the Ferraris all broken, Jaguar's main competition had gone. Hawthorn and
Bueb won the race by an easy margin of five laps from Aston Martin. The weather had closed in
on Sunday morning and there was no victory celebration. However, an inopportune press
photograph showed Hawthorn smiling on the podium swigging from the victor's bottle of
champagne. Accounts put the death toll at 80 to 84 spectators plus Levegh , either by flying
debris or from the fire, with a further to injured. Other observers estimated the toll to be much
higher. A special mass was held in the morning in the Le Mans Cathedral for the first funerals of
the victims. The death toll led to an immediate temporary ban on motorsports in France, Spain,
Switzerland, Germany, and other nations, until the racetracks could be brought to a higher
safety standard. It decided that auto racing detracted from its primary goals, and the United
States Automobile Club was formed to take over the race sanctioning and officiating. Most
countries lifted their racing bans within a year after the disaster. France in particular, as the
host of Le Mans, lifted their complete ban on 14 September On that date, the French Ministry of
the Interior released new regulations for racing events, and codified the approval process that
future racing events would need to follow. This forced Swiss racing promoters to organize
circuit events in foreign countries including France, Italy, and Germany. In , the Federal
Assembly of Switzerland started a lengthy discussion about whether this ban should be lifted.
The discussion focused on traffic policy and environmental questions rather than on safety. The
rest of the World Sportscar Championship season was completed, with the remaining two races
at the British RAC Tourist Trophy and the Italian Targa Florio , although they were not run until
September and October, several months after the catastrophe. Mercedes-Benz won both of
these events, and was able to secure the constructors championship for the season. Having
achieved that, Mercedes-Benz withdrew from motorsport. The horror of the crash caused some
drivers present, including Americans Phil Walters who had been offered a drive with Ferrari for
the rest of the season, [2] Sherwood Johnston , and John Fitch after completing the season with
Mercedes-Benz , to retire from racing. Fangio never raced at Le Mans again. At Le Mans, the
audience stands at the pits were demolished. Much recrimination was directed at Hawthorn,
saying that he had suddenly cut in front of Macklin and slammed on the brakes near the
entrance to the pits, forcing Macklin to take desperate evasive action into the path of Levegh.
This became the semi-official pronouncement of the Mercedes-Benz team and Macklin's story.
The media also speculated on the violent fire that engulfed the wreck, which intensified when
fire marshals poured their water-based extinguishers on the flames. They suggested that
Mercedes-Benz had tampered with the official fuel-supply with an explosive additive, but the
intensity of the fire was due instead to the magnesium-alloy construction of the chassis.
Neubauer got the French authorities to test residual fuel left in the wreck's fuel injection and the
result vindicated the company. Opinions differed widely amongst the other drivers as to who
was directly to blame for the crash, and such differences remain even today. Macklin claimed
that Hawthorn's move to the pits was sudden, causing an emergency that led him to swerve into
Levegh's path. Years later Fitch claimed, based on his own recollection and from what he heard
from others, that Hawthorn had caused it. Norman Dewis ventured the opinions that Macklin's
move around Hawthorn was careless and that Levegh was not competent to meet the demands
of driving at the speeds the SLR was capable of. Both Jaguar and Mercedes-Benz issued official
statements, mainly in self-defense against the accusations leveled against them and their
drivers. Neubauer limited himself to suggesting improvements to the pit straight and making
pit-stops safer. Macklin, on reading Hawthorn's autobiography, Challenge Me the Race , was
embittered when he found that Hawthorn now disclaimed all responsibility for the crash without
identifying who had caused it. With Levegh dead, Macklin presumed that Hawthorn's implication
was that he Macklin had been responsible, and he began a libel action. The action was still
unresolved when Hawthorn was killed in a non-racing crash on the Guildford bypass in ,
ironically while overtaking a Mercedes-Benz in his Jaguar. The official government inquiry into
the accident called officials, drivers, and team personnel to be questioned and give evidence.
The wreckage was examined and tested and, finally, returned to Mercedes-Benz nearly 12
months after the catastrophe. The death of the spectators was blamed on inadequate safety
standards for the track design. Over the next year, the Automobile Club de l'Ouest ACO set
about making extensive track improvements and infrastructure changesâ€”the pit straight was
redesigned and widened to remove the kink just before the start-finish line, and to give room for
a deceleration lane. The pits complex was pulled down and rebuilt, giving more room to the
teams, but thereby limiting spaces to only 52 starters rather than the previous The grandstand

was demolished and rebuilt with new spectator terraces and a wide ditch between them and the
racetrack. Stewart's campaign gained momentum after the deaths of Lorenzo Bandini and Jim
Clark. John Fitch became a major safety advocate and began active development of safer road
cars and racing circuits. He invented traffic safety devices currently in use on highways,
including the sand-and-air filled Fitch barrels. Macklin's Austin-Healey was sold to several
private buyers before appearing on the public auction block. From Wikipedia, the free
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Macklin and Levegh. In the inaugural season of the reframed series, multiple customer teams
will be competing for points, victories and titles with cars from the traditional brand from
Affalterbach. The VIN is a unique identification number that can be found in your vehicle's
registration document or on a sticker on the inside of the driver's door. In case you need further
assistance, please contact amg-privatelounge daimler. There you can get in contact with other
Mercedes-AMG owners, exchange personal experiences and participate in discussions. Please
enter a valid username. Your chosen username is already in use. Your username must be a
minimum of 2 and a maximum of 40 characters long. Please check all required fields. The data
you entered was not found in our system. Please send us a validation request in order to
validate your VIN. If your email address is entered in the field below we will inform you when
your VIN has been verified. Afterwards you can continue to add your vehicle to your community
profile. We are going to validate your VIN manually. If you sent the request including your email
address, you will receive an email as soon as your VIN has been verified. For technical reasons
we currently can not process your VIN validation request. Please try again later. Your
Mercedes-AMG has been successfully added to your profile. For technical reasons we are
currently not able to finish your registration, please try again later or contact our support. All
rights reserved. Add your vehicle and get in touch with other AMG owners. The VIN or access
code has an invalid format. The VIN is 17 characters long and only upper case letters and
numbers are valid. Unexpected error. Your username must not exceed 40 characters and is
visible to all forum members. I confirm that I am at least 18 years old. Adding your vehicle can
take up to several minutes. You are automatically redirected once it is finished. Thank you for
your patience. We're sorry, we were not able to verify your VIN. Please provide a valid email
address or leave this field empty. Your email will only be used to contact you concerning the
VIN validation. Your validation request has been sent. Your validation request could not be sent.
Sorry For technical reasons we are currently not able to finish your registration, please try again
later or contact our support. Timestamp: Contact AMG. Every second counts in the business
world. When fractions of moments determine success, technology can step in to help win the
race â€” quite literally. Driven by innovation and sustainability, this electrifying team is fully
equipped to deliver a new generation of electric race cars and leverage the technology used on
the racetrack to help deliver more practical and clean electric cars on our streets. Joined by
host Abadesi Osunsade, the two dive deep in a conversation about leveraging technology to
gain that competitive advantage that is crucial when competing on the track. With technology
capable of collecting and analyzing fan feedback, the team can be sure to create the best fan
experience possible to keep their supporters engaged, excited, and ready to win. Read more.
Feature Article â€” Chart the course for the future with a fresh start. In a polarized,
fast-changing environment, issues have measurable consequences Top Stories Topics. But this
technology is helping the team win in more ways than just on the racetrack. More in
Technology. Our easy-to-use online catalog allows you to quick browse for along with any other
part you mean need for your Swedish or German car. Don't see what you're looking for here?
Try selecting your vehicle from our easy-to-use Mercedes Benz Performance Parts vehicle
selector or select your Mercedes Benz Performance Parts model below. Founded in as a SAAB
parts company, for almost the last two decades we've grown our catalog to be the top source
for Mercedes performance upgrades, for both newer and older models, including popular

Mercedes C performance parts and Mercedes C performance parts , and even brand new
Mercedes C63 AMG performance parts and much more. If you're looking for quality Mercedes
performance parts at the best value, you've come to the right place. At eEuroparts. Whether you
want your vehicle to perform on the track in record speed, or you're just looking for your
Mercedes to deliver the best experience while driving about town, eEuroparts. We have
designed an easy-to-use website to help you quickly find the right Mercedes performance parts
you're looking for. To begin your search, use our vehicle selector at the top of this page to set
the year, make, and model of your car. This will filter your search results to ensure that
eEuroparts. If you want to make your vehicle run faster, installing Mercedes performance parts
on your Benz can ensure that you're getting the best out of your engine. Considering Mercedes
performance upgrades from Mercedes suspension parts to various engine parts you may want
to do, our inventory covers a wide variety of models to give your Benz the power and control it
deserves. For many years, eEuroparts. Whether you're looking for Mercedes performance
upgrades for your E cult classic or AMG performance parts for your C55 AMG or anything in
between, we probably have what you need and can deliver to you in lightning speed. It's what
we've built our business to do. Our expert staff at eEuroparts. In fact, many people on our team
drive Mercedes, and install their own Mercedes performance parts from our selection of
Mercedes OEM and aftermarket parts. For more information on tracking down your Mercedes
performance parts, call our knowledgeable customer service experts today at , or email us here.
We can answer any questions about finding the best parts to get the most out of your Mercedes.
Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your suggestions for improving eEuroparts. If
you have any questions please contact us. Thank you for taking the time to let us know about
an issue with one of our listings. Want to narrow your results? We are processing a warranty
replacement order for you. Warranty replacement orders add a "hold" to your credit card in the
amount of the replacement order. This "hold" will only be completed into a charge in the event
that the warranty item is not returned to us within 1 week of receiving the replacement item or
the item is being returned for reasons other than the warranty issue stated. If you are using a
debit card for this order the "hold" will temporarily make the full amount of the funds
unavailable for your use. If you're using a debit card we suggest you switch to a credit card. Do
I have your authorization to proceed? Please select your T-Shirt size below. T-shirts may not
ship with your order. Please allow weeks for delivery This will not affect your orders shipment.
Contact eEuroparts. Select Your Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Year Your VIN returned
multiple car options. This happens when the VIN lookup software we use does not return
specific engine or trim information. Click your engine or body trim option below:. VIN: Vehicle
Name:. This item requires a VIN to order. The VIN is used to ensure that this part fits your
vehicle. I agree to the Special Order policy. Mercedes Benz Performance Parts eEuroparts.
Thank you for your feedback. Log in here to share this part - Or - Register an account below.
Enter the name and email you would like to share this part with. Your email has been sent.
Select your vehicle below. Your shirt size has been selected! B Electric Drive Parts. Maybach S
Parts. Sprinter Parts. Eight street racers, one of them Akarakit "Benz Racing"
Worarojcharoendet, were arrested and six motorcycles seized in the Vibhavadi-Rangsit area of
Bangkok in the early hours of Thursday. They entered Vibhavadi Rangsit Road and accelerated
up the highway at high speed. Police in the area were alerted. Eight racers were subsequently
caught and six motorcycles seized from them in front of Rama Garden Hotel, said Pol Col Pansa
Ammarapithak, deputy chief of Vibhavadi Rangsit police station. During interrogation, Akarakit,
33, denied he and the others gathered for street racing on a public road. Police initially charged
all eight with violating the emergency decree, illegal gathering that posed a risk of spreading a
communicable disease, and traffic violations. Prosecutors told the court the three men opened
bank accounts to handle cash transactions involving a major drug ring. Around 11 million baht
had been transferred to various bank accounts via 53 transactions from December to February
He denied all charges. The Criminal Court acquitted Akarakit of assisting in drug trafficking,
giving him the benefit of the doubt. He was found guilty of money laundering. The other two
defendants were each sentenced to 20 years in jail for assisting in drug trafficking, and eight
additional years each for money laundering. The eight years were commuted to four because of
their guilty plea. They were also fined , baht each for the drug offence. The court granted
Akarakit temporary release on bail of 1 million baht, pending appeal, and ordered him to wear an
electronic ankle bracelet. He was also prohibited from leaving the country without court
permission. All three defendants were charged after the arrest of Lao drug kingpin Xaysana
Keopimpha, 42, in early The court sentenced Xaysana to life imprisonment in March for
smuggling 1. Sri Trang Argo Industry STA led other hemp-related business stocks on a healthy
price uptick ahead of the government's decision on whether to allow hemp oil in food and
beverage products. Officials in Bangkok on Tuesday began to loosen Covid prevention

measures, allowing transit passengers at Suvarnabhumi airport and alcohol to be served in the
capital's restaurants and pubs until 11pm. Other Services. Akarakit "Benz Racing"
Worarojcharoendet, second right, arrives at the Narcotics Suppression Police Bureau to report
to police on drug-money laundering charges on March 6, File photo. Keywords Benz Racing
street racing arrested. Do you like the content of this article? Red Line test run. Restrictions
eased. Internal friction. New dawn. The Criminal Court sentenced Akarakit "Benz Racing"
Worarojcharoendet to eight years in prison yesterday for drug-related money laundering, and
two of his associates to 24 years for trafficking and money laundering. Akarakit, 31, Sansern
Rasanont, 26, and Angsuporn Ina, 29, had been arraigned by public prosecutors on charges of
laundering money and assisting in drug trafficking. Prosecutors told the court that between
November and February , the three defendants were complicit in the trafficking of
methamphetamine and crystal meth supplied by Natthaphol "Boy" Nakkham, who has already
been convicted of drug trafficking. On Nov 26, , police arrested Nop Rattanawisut and other
suspects involved in the drug trade, and seized about , methamphetamine pills and 19
kilogrammes of crystal meth. Prosecutors told the court that the three defendants opened bank
accounts to receive transactions related to the drug ring from Natthaphol. Around 11 million
baht had been transferred to various bank accounts via 53 transactions from December to
February Akarakit, the husband of actress Napapa "Patt" Tantrakul, spent the money on luxury
cars and motorcycles. Akarakit denied all charges. The Criminal Court acquitted Akarakit of
assisting in drug trafficking, giving him the benefit of the doubt. He was found guilty of money
laundering. The other two were each sentenced to 20 years in jail for assisting in drug
trafficking, and eight additional years each for the money laundering. The eight years were
commuted to four because of their guilty plea. They were also fined , baht each for the drug
offence. The court yesterday granted Akarakit temporary release on bail of 1 million and ordered
him to wear an electronic monitoring ankle bracelet. He is also prohibited from leaving the
country without court permission. The three defendants were arrested after the arrest of Lao
drug kingpin Xaysana Keopimpha, 42, in early The court sentenced Xaysana to life
imprisonment in March for smuggling 1. On Jan 19, , the drug kingpin was apprehended by the
Narcotics Suppression Bureau at Suvarnabhumi airport upon his arrival from Phuket. Shortly
after the arrest of Xaysana, the bureau raided 40 locations across the country. During the raids,
several suspects embroiled in the Lao narcotics ring were detained, including Akarakit, and
Natthaphol, a key suspect believed to be closely linked to Xaysana and an acquaintance of
Akarakit. Among the targeted locations were Akarakit's shop selling auto accessories, and his
room in Soi Inthamara 51, both in Bangkok's Din Daeng district. Police also confiscated a grey
Lamborghini Gallardo, several big bikes and two 9mm pistols with 15 bullets from the locations.
An investigation indicated Akarakit did not have vehicle registration papers for a BMW super
bike while an examination of another super bike found it was registered in Natthaphol's name.
Nattaphol later told police that Xaysana's assets were spread over several locations. Napapa
was charged with collusion after they found that her husband had wired 1. Exports rose for a
second straight month in January, albeit at a slow pace, edging up by 0. Sri Trang Argo Industry
STA led other hemp-related business stocks on a healthy price uptick ahead of the
government's decision on whether to allow hemp oil in food and beverage products. Other
Services. Akarakit: Guilty of money laundering. Keywords drug drug trafficking money
laundering court. Do you like the content of this article? Red Line test run. Restrictions eased.
Internal friction. New dawn. Skip to main content of results for "mercedes benz hats". Skip to
main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging
Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Price and other details may
vary based on size and color. Amazon's Choice for mercedes benz hats. Get it as soon as Fri,
Feb Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb
Only 14 left in stock - order soon. Only 13 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help
section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Y'know, it's very easy to get cynical about racing games. Sure, it has its fads and crazes like

any other genre but it's easier just to think that developers are jumping on the latest bandwagon
and hoping for success. I mean, just take a look at the number of rally games out there. Look
how many off-roaders there are. And how many of these were around, say, five years ago? Not
half as many by a long way. If you can't go off-road or at least onto a gravel track you can forget
it because people just don't want to know. Which is a shame, because they'd be missing out.
You don't need chunky tyres and a sump guard to have fun, you can enjoy yourself with nary a
tree in sight. At least you can if you're racing trucks. Yes, trucks. Hit the 'back' button yet?
Good, because these aren't your ordinary Eddie Stobart vehicles you see every day carrying
illegal immigrants to our shores. Oh no. Sound better now? It should do because it's every bit
as barmy, madcap and fun as it sounds. Every little last detail is there, from the performance
and handling of the trucks to the correct sponsor logos in the correct places. Either way, the
tracks are exceptionally detailed, rising and falling perfectly, apexes are spot on and you can
even feel the camber of the bends as you belt round. It's not just the circuits themselves, either.
Potter about in practise mode or even race mode if you fancy losing and you can sneak off the
track, wander around the paddock area or even drive along the bottom of the grandstand. What
you first notice is the superbly presented front end. Flashy options slide on and off the screen
as you pass the mouse cursor over them, umpteen gazillion graphical and sound effect options
bamboozle the eye and ear. Practise any circuit you like, practise with any driver you like as the
ghost, save a ghost trainer so you can load it later. Single races are available for the
chronologically disadvantaged or you can choose the full championship mode. And we haven't
even started on the options to modify your truck. You can even adjust the anti-roll bars. Nor is it
a case of them making bugger all difference once you're out and about -- setting up a truck
properly can shave seconds off your lap although you can perform well enough without having
to bother if you don't feel like it. The first thing you realise as soon as you step onto a circuit is
that these things have no brakes whatsoever. Brake too late and you won't just go in 'a little bit
hot'; you'll go in, out, through some fields and into a farmyard 3 miles away! Nor can you turn in
while still braking. If the steering wheel is anything but bang on centre, the back end will start to
drift and it can be almost impossible to catch it. It takes heaps upon heaps of practise to start
powersliding around corners, so if this isn't what you're after or you don't want to spend days
learning how to do it, get something else. Nor are the trucks what you could call 'nimble'.
Understeer is the order of the day, served with lashings of 'no-grip-at-the-front' sauce and
rounded off nicely with 'bloody-hell-it's-that-gravel-trap-again' pudding. You've also got to keep
an eye out for the grass and white lines. Clip one of these on your travels and you'll spin it
before you can blink. What all this means is you end up spending what seems like an eternity
tiptoeing around the circuit, too scared to brake, too scared to dive into the corners and just
generally bored with the whole affair. But slowly, very slowly, things start to make a bit more
sense. The understeer tends to melt away once you've got the racing lines sussed and you can
even, very occasionally, get a whopping great powerslide around a corner which, even more
occasionally, you can control. And once you get into things, you'll even find these five-tonne
monsters somewhat You can squeeze into the tiniest gaps left by your frantic competitors and
you can blast around hairpin bends rather than coming to a complete halt instead of gingerly
edging your way around like you did at the start. It's from this point onwards that the game
really starts to kick in. You also realise that this is no gentleman's sport. Shunts, knocks and
crashes are inevitable when eight trucks come steaming down a straight at mph, and then all try
to fit down the same 90 degree right-hander which is only wide enough for two. I spent a couple
of races crashing into everything I could purely in the interests of a thorough review, you
understand and the damage model works beautifully. Hit someone from behind and you risk
damaging the cooling, causing the engine to overheat so you have to slow down or risk an
engine blowout. Brake fluid can leak if a line is damaged or even stop working completely - not
a nice thing to find out when you're coming up to a chicane. It's all accurately represented as
well. For example, wheel arches break after a side-swipe, but instead of just flapping around,
they lift and fall according to how the truck is accelerating, braking or how fast it's cornering.
The force-feedback also works tremendously well. On one occasion I was pushing for a fast lap
when I got a radio message saying my tyres might be getting worn. Sure enough, come the next
corner, I could feel the truck wobbling around through the steering wheel. As soon as the
weight came off the tyre, it was back to normal. Superb stuff! With such an excellent physics
engine, it wouldn't really matter if the graphics were absolute crap Like the rest of the options,
the graphics are configurable beyond belief - turn all the options on and it looks absolutely
amazing. The sheer amount of detail not only on the track, but also on the trucks themselves, is
unreal. You can see drivers flailing their steering wheels about inside their cabins, and engine
and chassis damage is accurately represented on the models as their frames twist and distort
according to the abuse they've been given. Weather effects act perfectly, as you skirt around

the corners in the rain, look out desperately for brake lights in foggy conditions and try to set a
scorchingly fast lap in the sun. Naturally the consequence of all this loveliness is a very
processor-hungry game. To see it in all it's splendid glory, and run at a reasonable rate, you'd
be looking at a P at the very least. Of course, the amount of options mean it will run on less; it
was tested for the most part on a P and worked very well, but it didn't look half as good. Why no
gold? Well, perhaps I'm being mean it wouldn't be the first time , but it's just a smidgen too hard
to get into for all but the most dedicated racing fan. And racing against a fastest lap ghost driver
could show you what line to take around the circuit Grab this while you can and you won't
regret it for a minute. Screenshots from MobyGames. Anyone out there nailing FPS with this
game in a res higher than x with all the graphic options turned off? Appears to be running off
the Intel UHD graphics instead of the Any way I can fix this? Share your gamer memories, help
others to run the game or comment anything you'd like. We may have multiple downloads for
few games when different versions are a
2004 ford taurus repair manual
miata wave
2002 dodge ram 2500 stereo wiring diagram
vailable. Also, we try to upload manuals and extra documentations when possible. If the
manual is missing and you own the original manual, please contact us! Various files to help you
run Mercedes-Benz Truck Racing, apply patches, fixes, maps or miscellaneous utilities.
MyAbandonware More than old games to download for free! Browse By Download MB. Argey
Bargey You also realise that this is no gentleman's sport. Review By GamesDomain. Write a
comment Share your gamer memories, help others to run the game or comment anything you'd
like. Send comment. Download Mercedes-Benz Truck Racing Windows We may have multiple
downloads for few games when different versions are available. Just one click to download at
full speed! Windows Version. Nocd For Version 1. Sports Car GT Win Mini Car Racing Win
Monster Truck Madness 2 Win Follow Us! Top downloads. List of top downloads. Latest
releases. List of new games here Follow us on Facebook or Twitter. Screenshots needed. Read
our screenshot tutorial.

